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Recently there has been an increasing interest in self-healing materials which have the ability to retrieve their physico-mechanical properties once the 
material is damaged. This paper presents a numerical model for the self-healing capacity of cementitious composites capable of simulating the recovery 
of mechanical properties of the damaged (cracked) material. The recent SMM (Solidification-Micropre-stress-Microplane model M4) model for concrete, 
which makes use of a modified microplane model M4 and the solidification-microprestress theory, is able to reproduce the concrete time-dependent 
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micro-cracks, due to either capillary absorption and/or hydrostatic
pressure. Concrete professionals typically adopt the term perme-
ability to describe the resistance of concrete to water ingress and/or
passage under actual service conditions. This includes the overall
permeability issue of concrete including possible existing cracks,
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exceptional asset to the 21st Century Civil Engineering. Self-
sealing/healing of cracks could prevent permeation of driving fac-
tors for deterioration and even provide a partial recovery of the 
engineering properties of the material relevant to the intended 
applications, thus contributing to extend the service life of the
engineering works [1,2].

Discovered as early as in 1836 by the French Academy of Science, 
and attributed to either delayed hydration of cement/binder, 
carbonation or the combination of both, many researchers
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stressed concrete structures.

moisture variation and diffusion, and aging.
demonstrated that concrete, under favorable conditions, can heal 
naturally without any particular additives [1e3]. As a matter of 
fact, because such a capacity turned out to be quite randomly 
scattered and thus neither reliable nor predictable in an 
engineering appli-cation perspective, a paramount effort is 
currently challenging the concrete research community of 
investigating ”engineering” self-healing capacity of concrete and 
cement-based construction ma-terials. Several different 
techniques, along different main directions of investigation, have 
been conceived and explored: i.e., self-healing engineered with 
fibre reinforcements [4], mineral-producing bacteria, super 
absorbent polymers, healing agents contained in shell and tubular 
capsules and other proprietary chemical admixtures or even 
mineral additions already tradition-ally employed as cement 
substitutes [5e9]. The supply of water (moisture) is essential, 
especially in the case of addition of chemical agents able to 
promote the deposition of crystals inside the crack, but since most 
infrastructures are exposed to rain or underground water, usually 
this is an easily satisfied requirement. Several other variables can 
affect the phenomenon of self-healing, such as the mix proportions, 
the stress state along the cracks, the crack open-ing, the thermo-
hygrometric conditions, etc. [1,2].

The majority of the research effort on the self-healing phe-
nomenon has been experimentally based up to date but more 
recently there has been increased interest in developing numerical 
models to simulate the self-healing processes. In the literature 
there are very limited numerical studies on this phenomenon. 
Hilloulin et al. [10] proposed a hydro-chemo-mechanical model 
based on micro-mechanical observations to evaluate the mechan-
ical properties of the new healing products in order to describe the 
partial recovery of the mechanical properties of healed ultra high 
performance concrete (UHPC). However, in this model the effect of 
the crack opening and the temperature are not considered and the 
model is limited only to autogenous healing. The same authors in 
Ref. [11] presented a finite element model to characterize the 
micro-mechanical properties of the healing products based on the 
coupling of the microstructural hydration model CEMHYD3D and 
the finite element code Cast3M. On the whole the numerical 
simulation were in agreement with the experimental observation 
on the healing potential and rate, and on the nature of the healing 
products. In Ref. [12] to model the self-healing behavior, an 
uncoupled physico-chemical based healing model for concrete is 
developed and implemented. The model is based on the fact that 
the healing mechanism is activated through precipitation of cal-
cium carbonate inside the cracks. However, the authors presented 
only preliminary results which show a qualitatively good agree-
ment with some experimental evidences. A micro-mechanical 
constitutive model incorporating the self-healing by using a so-
lidification formulation was recently proposed in Ref. [13]. The 
model was successfully applied to simulate the recovery of me-
chanical properties of the micro-cracked material. However, this 
model does not take into account diffusion processes and is limited 
to autogenous healing. Recently a damage-plasticity constitutive 
theory for zero-thickness interfaces has been proposed [14] in 
which the self healing effects are modeled through a calibrated 
time evolution of the concrete open porosity.

The SMM (solidification-Microprestress-Microplane model M4) 
model [15] for concrete, which makes use of the microplane model 
M4 and the solidification-microprestress theory, is able to repro-
duce, as shown, all the relevant aspects of the time-dependent 
concrete behavior, such as creep, shrinkage, thermal deformation, 
aging, and cracking starting from the very early ages and up to 
several years. The moisture and heat fields, as well as the cement 
hydration degree are obtained from the solution of the hygro-
thermo-chemical problem [16,17].
This computational framework has been extended in this paper
in order to incorporate the self-healing effects introducing an in-
ternal variable which characterizes the self-healing process, the 
effects of cracking on the diffusivity, and the positive recovering 
effect of the self-healing on the mechanical properties. The model 
in the initial and updated stages of its development was presented 
at some recent conferences [18e20]. A numerical example is herein 
presented to validate the proposed model and to show its 
capability of correctly capturing the outcomes of self-healing in 
terms of re-covery of the mechanical properties. Reference has 
been made to a recent experimental investigation carried out in our 
laboratory [21] in which normal strength concrete, both without 
and with a crys-talline admixture used as a self healing promoter, 
has been utilized. Concrete was cured under constant relative 
humidity, first stored in a room at 90% RH up to about 28 days and 
then, after pre-cracking, immersed in water or exposed to open air. 
A methodology has been developed to assess the capacity of the 
material to recover its pristine levels of mechanical performance. 
With reference to three-point bending tests performed up to 
controlled crack opening and up to failure (respectively before and 
after exposure to the different conditioning environments) the 
recovery of stiffness and load bearing capacity have been evaluated 
to assess the self-healing capacity [21]. Using these experimental 
results, the proposed model is calibrated and validated in order to 
have a numerical tool that can be utilized to assess structural 
applications which incorporate the self-healing concept to 
enhance the durability and service life of reinforced and pre-
2. Multi-physics formulation of SMM model and self-healing 
model

The SMM formulation [15] is made up of a multi-physics model 
that is capable of reproducing the time dependent behavior of 
concrete, including creep and relaxation, cracking and damage, 
hygral and thermal deformations, heat production and diffusion, 
2.1. Heat transfer and moisture diffusion

The behavior of concrete, starting from very early age, relies very 
much on the internal relative humidity, h, and the temperature, T, 
whose evolutions and distributions can be evaluated, in the 
considered domain, by enforcing the moisture content mass bal-
ance and enthalpy balance, respectively. Considering a concrete 
mixture with a binder which is only Portland cement and with a 
temperature which not exceeds 90+C, the two mass balance 
equations can be expressed as [16]

V,ðDhVhÞ �
vwe

vh
vh
vt

� vwe

vac
_ac � _wn ¼ 0 (1)
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V,ðltVTÞ � rct
vT
vt

þ _ac c ~Q
∞
c ¼ 0 (2)
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where Dh is moisture permeability, we is evaporable water content 
(see Appendix A), ac ¼ is the hydration degree, w_ n ¼ 0:253a_ cc is the 
rate of non-evaporable water, r is the mass density of concrete, ct is 
the isobaric heat capacity (specific heat), lt is the heat con-

ductivity, c is the cement content, and Q~ is the latent heat of 
cement reaction per unit mass of reacted cement. All the details of 
this formulation can be found in Ref. [16] and, in addition, more 
information about its calibration and validation are reported in 
Ref. [17].



2.2. Cement hydration

In the concrete mixture considered in this study, the main 
chemical reaction is the cement hydration which is the reaction 
between the free water and the unhydrated cement particles. The 
main products of this reaction are the calcium hydroxide (C-H) and 
the Calcium-Silicate-Hydrates (C-S-H). The latter is the principal 
component of the solid cement paste which provides the stiffness 
and the strength of concrete.

The hydration degree, ac, which represents the fraction of 
reacted cement, describes the overall cement hydration process 
[16,22e24]. The evolution equation for the hydration degree can be 
expressed as

_ac ¼ Ac1e
�hcac=a∞

c e�Eac=RT

1þ ð5:5� 5:5hÞ4
�
Ac2

a∞c
þ ac

��
a∞c � ac

�
(3)

c

c

c

where Eac is the hydration activation energy, R is the universal gas
constant, hc, Ac1, Ac2 are material parameters, and a∞ is the 
asymptotic value of the hydration reaction degree. The asymptotic 
degree of cement hydration, a∞ (the value of hydration degree 
reached at infinite time), can be evaluated as 
a∞ ¼ ð1:032w=cÞ=ð0:194 þ w=cÞ where w=c is water to cement ra-
tio [16,25].
2.3. Self-healing

In this Section after a description of the self-healing processes in 
cementitious materials the extension of the formulation in order to 
simulate those phenomena is presented.
2.3.1. Self-healing phenomena in cement-based materials
The model formulation proposed in this paper considers both 

autogenic healing (phenomenon in which cracks in concrete are 
naturally clogged in an environment involving moisture without 
any special arrangement in the material design) and autonomic/
engineered healing (phenomenon in which cracks are clogged in 
concrete made with special material additives to accelerate the 
clogging of cracks in the concrete in an environment rich in 
moisture). The self-closing of a crack can occur because of physical, 
chemical and mechanical causes. The physical cause is due to 
swelling of hydrated cement paste near the crack surface. On the 
chemical side, two main phenomena are responsible for crack 
sealing/healing. The first one is the hydration of cement grains 
which has not still reacted. When they react the new products 
occupy the half room of the original cement grains progressively 
filling the free space in the crack. This process can give, together 
with the swelling of hydrated cement paste, a complete closing of 
the crack only if the crack width is less than 0.1 mm [1]. The second 
chemical process is the formation of calcium carbonate and the 
growth of crystals on the crack surface. This reaction, that depends 
on the temperature, pH, and concentration of the reactants, is 
considered by many authors [1,26] the most important mechanism 
in the self-healing process. Finally there are also two minor me-
chanical processes that contribute to the self-healing: the presence 
of fine particles in the water which may leak through the crack and 
the fracturing of small concrete particles from the crack faces [1]. 
The previous description of the mechanisms that contribute to the 
self-healing highlights the determinant contribution of water, 
which is needed for the chemical reactions, for the transport of fine 
particles and for the swelling of hydrated cement paste.

For the sake of synthesis it can be said that the healing phe-
nomenon is a water driven process and that its kinetics is governed 
by the chemical reactions, such as hydration of un-hydrated cement
grains and the production of calcium carbonate as described above, 
which can be promoted by supplying additional materials in the 
mixture, as done in the experimental campaign herein considered 
as reference (see Section 3).

The overall self-healing process is here described by the
normalized reaction extent lsh which is termed the self-healing 
recovery degree. This variable characterizes the evolution of the
healing repairing process with lsh ¼ 0 at the beginning and lsh ¼ 1 
at the full completion of the process. The self-healing recovery 
degree describes the healing repairing with reference to the 
regaining in terms of the strength after its reduction due to dam-
age/cracking (strength restoration). This means that if lsh ¼ 1 at the
end of the healing process the material recovers completely from 
damage/cracking deterioration as a virgin material. When cracks 
are repaired due to autogenic healing or autonomic healing, the 
mechanical properties after healing will be in most cases inferior 
compared to virgin specimens. Moreover, though the materials 
which fill the crack (secondary hydration products and CaCO3 
crystals) are identical to the constituting elements of the cemen-
titious matrix, CSH gel formed due to ongoing hydration seems to 
have lower mechanical properties compared to primary hydration 
products, and deposited CaCO3 crystals do not form a proper bond 
with the crack faces. This implies that for autogenic healing me-
chanical properties of the virgin material will never be regained
completely, i.e. lsh < 1 at the end of the process. Only in case of 
autonomic or engineered healing the complete regain in strength 
and stiffness can be obtained or even a performance higher than 
that of the virgin material [27e29].The regain of the direct tensile 
strength of cement paste specimens has been measured in Ref. [30] 
at different ages, from 1 to 90 days. Specimens fractured at 1 day 
were healed in water or 95% RH and then fractured in direct tension 
once again after 7 days, 28 days and 90 days. Specimens fractured at 
7 days were healed and re-fractured at 28 and 90 days. Specimens 
fractured at 28 days were healed and re-fractured at 90 days. 
During healing the two pieces of each fractured specimen were 
held together by a rubber band. The results showed that the 
maximum healing, about 25%, was obtained for specimens frac-
tured at 1 day and re-tested at 90 days. Healing performed at 95%
RH gave much smaller regain with a maximum healing only about 
4%.
2.3.2. Self-healing model
The driving force of the overall healing process is the reaction 

affinity AshðlshÞ that can reasonably be assumed to decrease pro-
gressively from an initial value Ashðlsh ¼ 0Þ ¼ Ash0 that starts the 
reaction up to an equilibrium state Ashðlsh ¼ 1Þ ¼  0 when the 
healing process ceases. Assuming the affinity to vary linearly it 
reads

AshðlshÞ ¼ Ash0ð1� lshÞ (4)

Additionally, a linear relationship is also adopted between the
reaction rate _lsh and the reaction affinity

AshðlshÞ ¼ ksh
_lsh (5)

where ksh is a positive kinetic coefficient. Substituting AshðlshÞ in Eq.
(4)

_lsh

yields a reaction kinetic law of first order [31] 

¼ ~Ashð1 � lshÞ (6)

where ~Ash ¼ Ash0=ksh represents the inverse of the characteristic
time of the overall self-healing reaction. To set up a reasonable and
physically sound expression for the initial reaction affinity Ash0 and,
consequently, for the coefficient ~Ash, it has to be considered that, as



it is explained above, this coefficient depends on many different 
factors. (1) The extent of self-healing in cracked concrete was found 
to be highly dependent on the crack width, with smaller cracks 
healing generally better and at a faster rate than larger cracks. In 
some cases with small crack widths, cracks may autogenously heal 
completely, thus increasing the durability and potentially the me-
chanical properties of the damaged material [32e35]. (2) Based on 
the results of the experimental data in [30] and [36] the continued 
hydration is the principal cause of recovery. (3) The other funda-
mental process generating the self-healing is the calcium carbonate 
precipitation which is a rather straightforward chemical process 
governed mainly by four key factors: the calcium concentration, 
the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon, the pH, and the 
availability of nucleation sites [1,26]. (4) [37] and [30] showed from 
their experimental investigation that the moisture supply is the 
most important factor for self-healing and that the age of the first 
cracking is also of the utmost importance. Therefore, from those 
evidences in the literature, the quantities of unhydrated cement at 
the time of first crack and the moisture content in the pores of 
concrete near the crack are the essential parameters for the auto-
genic healing process.

Extensive experimental work on healing of cracks with regard 
to permeability has been performed by Ref. [32]. Considering the 
flow through specimens with one single crack parallel to water 
flow at the water pressure equal to 0.025 MPa, complete healing 
was observed after about 200 h for the crack width 0.10 mm. Also 
cracks with 0.20 and 0.30 mm width healed almost completely 
within about 30 days. The influence of temperature and crack 
width on self-healing has been investigated by Ref. [33] showing 
that the decrease of the flow rate depends on crack width and 
temperature, i.e. smaller cracks do heal faster than greater ones and 
a higher temperature favors a faster self-healing process. The type 
of cement, the type of aggregates, and the mechanical pressure 
gradient have hardly any effect on the autogenic self-healing [32].

In the case of autonomic healing the cracks are clogged in 
concrete made with special material design, such as the use of an 
appropriate supplementary cementing material in expectation of 
its effect of clogging or accelerating the clogging of cracks in the 
concrete.

According to the evidences recalled above the coefficient ~Ash can
be expressed as

~Ash ¼ ~Ash0 fhðhÞ fwðwcÞ e
�Esh
RT (7)

The fourth term in Eq. (7), expressing effect of current temper-
ature, T, on the reaction rate, is of the Arrhenius type, as usual for
thermally activated chemical reactions where Esh is the self-healing
activation energy and R is the universal gas constant. The coeffi-
cient ~Ash0 accounts the effect of the initial unhydrated cement and
the possible presence of additive material that accelerates the
healing process

~Ash0 ¼ ~Ash1

�
1� ash0c

�
cþ ~Ash2 ad (8)

where acsh0 is the value of the hydration degree when the healing 
process starts (that isn't generally uniform in the volume), c is the
cement content, so the product ð1 � acsh0Þc represents the amount 
unhydrated cement when the healing action begins, ad is the
content of healing boosting additive, and ~Ash1 and A~sh2 are two 
material parameters that have the units of volume/mass/time. The 
first term in Eq. (8) weights the effect of all the chemical processes 
as described above. Here the effect of any supplementary ”healing 
engineering” admixture is considered to be additive to the effect of 
the unhydrated cement because of the type of additive used in the
experimental campaign (see section 3). Different kind of additives 
may give different contribution to the affinity. It is well known 
from experiments the importance of water or high level of relative 
humidity to activate the self-healing activity which, below a certain 
value, decreases and may be even zero. This is taken into account in 
this model by means of the coefficient fhðhÞ, also used in the defi-
nition of the hydration degree, and which is given by

fhðhÞ ¼
1

1þ ðah � ahhÞbh
(9)

where the parameters ah and bh are assumed constant and equal to 
8 and 4, respectively, from a best fitting of the experimental data.
The function fhðhÞ is plotted in Fig. 1a. This formula expresses that 
when the relative humidity is only 95% the extent of healing is 
already much lower as reported by Ref. [30]. The effect of the initial 
value of the crack width is reproduced by the coefficient fwðwcÞ 
which has the following expression

fwðwcÞ ¼
n
1þ ½aw � awð1�wcÞ�bw

o�1
(10)

with the addition that the self-healing activity fwðwcÞ ¼ 0 as far as 
wc < wc0. The coefficients aw and bw are two free parameter. The 
expression of the function in Eq. (10) (plotted in Fig. 1b) has been 
formulated on the basis of experimental data on the maximum 
crack width that can be healed by autogenic healing which was 
observed to differ substantially among reports made by various 
authors, i.e., from 5 to 10 mm [38,39], 100  mm [33], 200  mm [32], 
and 300 mm [40]. Moreover, as also shown by Ref. [41], the 
presence of a through crack stress may favor (if compressive) or not 
(if tensile) the effect of healing [42]. In this formulation only stress-
free cracks have been considered.

Other influencing factors of the healing processes, which are not 
taken into account in the actual formulation of the proposed model, 
are: (1) the water pressure, a fast liquid flowing through the crack 
would prevent the self healing from occurring, because the liquid 
would wash out the deposited healing products [43,44]; (2) the 
leaching or dissolution, a liquid that leads to a leaching or disso-
lution reaction can affect the healed crack and this phenomenon is 
neglected; (3) the stability of the crack over time, since the crack 
opening has to be more or less constant in order to have the 
healing it is assumed that the cracks keep their initial opening.
2.4. Mechanical behavior

If the hypothesis of strain additivity holds [15] the total strain 
rate, _ε, can be written in the following format

_ε ¼ _εi þ _εv þ _εf þ _εd þ _εs þ _εt (11)

where _εi is the instantaneous strain rate, _εv is the viscoelastic strain 
rate, _εf is the purely viscous strain rate, _εd is the inelastic strain rate 
due to smeared crack or damage, _εs and ε_ t are hygral and thermal 
strain rates caused by the variations of relative humidity and 
temperature, respectively. The strain additivity assumption, in Eq.
(11), is equivalent to a rheological model in which all the elements 
are coupled in series with a constant stress in the elements of the 
chain.

In the proposed model, it is assumed that the material healing is 
only affecting the microplane model and does not have any effect 
on the creep model. This is consistent with the basic assumption of 
the SMM model in which the series coupling reproduces in a 
smeared way what happens in the crack band: damaging (frac-
turing) in the localized crack plus linear creep (visco-elasticity) of



Fig. 1. Effect of (a) relative humidity and (b) crack opening on the healing process affinity.
the material undamaged bulk.
2.4.1. Microprestress-solidification theory
The instantaneous strain rate, _εi, is the strain rate which shows

up directly after the application of a stress rate, _s, and it can be
formulated as age independent with the following expression:
_εi ¼ q1G _s, in which the material parameter q1 (in MPa�1) repre-
sents the inverse of the instantaneous stiffness and can be 
considered age independent at typical room temperatures and for 
saturation condition (see Ref. [45]). Because the material isotropy is 
also preserved for visco-elastic deformation, the matrix G is the 
elastic compliance matrix with a unit Young modulus and constant 
Poisson's ratio (the value of n ¼ 0:18 is hereinafter utilized):

G ¼

2
6666664

1 �n �n 0 0 0
�n 1 �n 0 0 0
�n �n 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2ð1þ nÞ 0 0
0 0 0 0 2ð1þ nÞ 0
0 0 0 0 0 2ð1þ nÞ

3
7777775

(12)

The dominating aging creep at early age is due to the gel de-
formations during its formation, which can be described by the 
solidification theory [46] through the viscoelastic strain rate, ε_v, and 
it can be expressed as

_εvðtÞ ¼ 1
vðacÞ

_g and g ¼
Zt
0

Fðt � tÞG _sdt (13)

where _g is the viscoelastic micro-strain rate of cement gel assumed 
to be age-independent and vðacÞ is the aging function, which 
characterized the aging effect due to the growth of hydration 
products and represents the volume fraction of cement gel pro-
duced by early-age chemical reactions and, as a consequence, it can 
be assumed as a function of the hydration reaction degree, ac.

According to [46], the non-aging micro-compliance function of 
hydrated cement gel can be formulated as 
Fðt � t0Þ ¼  q2ln½1 þ ðt � t0Þ0:1�, in which q2 (in MPa�1) is a material 
parameter and t � t0 is the loading time duration. It should be 
remarked that the viscoelastic strain of the cement gel, gðtÞ in Eq.
(13), is fully recoverable upon unloading, on the contrary, the 
macroscopic viscoelastic strain, εv, is only partially recoverable 
because of the aging effect reproduced by the aging function vðacÞ. 
Based on the solidification theory [46] the aging effect on stiffness 
and creep is modeled directly by the simulation of the volume
growth of solidified material at early age using the aging function 
introduced in Eq. (13). A suitable expression of this aging law is

1
vðacÞ ¼

�
a∞c
ac

	na

(14)

where na is a material parameter that can be calibrated by simu-
lating experimental data on aging basic creep [15].

In addition to the aging viscosity due to volume growth of hy-
dration products, there is also the aging viscosity resulting from the 
relaxation of micro-prestress, which is modelled through the 
purely viscous strain rate, _εf . This strain represents the completely 
irrecoverable part of the creep deformation and it has been 
explained by the effect of the micro-prestress on the slippage be-
tween adsorbed water layers hindered in cement nanopores. The 
concept of micro-prestress, S, was introduced by Ba�zant and co-
workers [47,48] and it represents an average measure of the stress 
acting transversally on the nanopore bonds that, with its variations, 
can promote or prevent the slippage between adsorbed water 
layers. Therefore under general temperature and relative humidity 
variations the purely viscous creep strain rate and the evolution of 
micro-prestress can be expressed by the following formulae [48].

_εf ¼ q4k0SGs and _Sþ k0S
2 ¼ k1




 _T lnhþ T _h
.
h



 (15)

where the material parameters k0 (in MPa�1 day�1), k1 (in MPa 
K�1), and q4 (in MPa�1) need to be calibrated from relevant 
experimental data. Note that while the general formulation de-
pends separately on k0, k1, and q4, only parameter q4 governs long-
term basic creep behavior [48]. It is worth noting that only the
parameter q4 governs long-term basic creep behavior [48] while 
the general formulation depends on the parameters k0, k1, and q4, 
separately.

2.4.2. Microplane model for damage (and cracking)
Damage and smeared crack strain, εd, is obtained through a 

modified version of the Microplane Model M4 [49,50]. With regard 
to the coupling between the microplane theory with the previous 
formulation, Eq. (11) can be conveniently rewritten as:

_ε ¼ _εi þ _εv þ _εf þ _εm � _εe þ _εs þ _εt (16)

where _εe ¼ E
�1

G _s is an average elastic strain rate that needs to be
subtracted from the strain rate obtained from the microplane
model in order to take only the cracking/damage strain:
_εd ¼ _εm � _εe. Based on the original microplane formulation, the



crack growth
modulus E has the meaning of an average elastic modulus and is 
utilized as dimensional parameter in the microplane limit curves 
[49]. In the present formulation E does not have physical meaning, 
because it is introduced only for numerical convenience, and it can 
be estimated as the concrete Young modulus at 28 days before the 
model calibration without any loss of generality.

In a kinematically constrained microplane model the strain 
vector on each microplane is obtained from the projection of the 
macroscopic strain tensor on that plane. Using a matrix notation 
the following macro-micro relation holds [51]:

εP ¼ P ε
m (17)

where εP ¼ ½εN εM εL�T is the microplane strain vector on the
generic plane having an orientation characterized by its unit
normal ni, with εN as normal strain component, εM and εL as shear
strain components, and the matrix P contains the components of
the tensors Nij ¼ ninj, Mij ¼ ðminj þmjniÞ=2 and Lij ¼ ðlinj þ ljniÞ=2,
in which ni, mi, and li are unit vectors defining a local cartesian
coordinate system on a generic microplane.

Formulating appropriate constitutive equations at microplane
level the microplane stress vector, sP ¼ ½sN sM sL�T , can be eval-
uated for each microplane, then the macroscopic stress tensor can
be calculated using the principle of virtual work:

s ¼ sV Iþ
3
2p

Z
U

D T ðsP � sV IP Þ dU (18)

where U is the surface of a unit hemisphere, sV ¼ sii=3 is the 
volumetric stress, I ¼ ½1  1 1 0 0 0�T , IP ¼ ½1 0 0�T , D ¼ P � V , 
V 11 ¼ V 22 ¼ V 33 ¼ 1=3 and V ij ¼ 0 otherwise. Additional de-
tails of the adopted microplane constitutive equations can be found 
in Appendix B and in following references: [49,50,52,53].

The macroscopic stress tensor can be expressed formally as s ¼ 
FðεmÞ where the function FðÞ represents the microplane model 
formulation. As a consequence the microplane strain rate can be 
written as

_εm ¼
�

vF
vεm

��1
_s (19)

   Generally the gradient of the function F cannot be derived 
analytically and, therefore, _εm must be calculated numerically [52].

A constitutive law that must be able to reproduce the concrete 
behavior starting from the early age has to take into account the 
aging phenomenon that represents the changes in the macroscopic 
behavior directly related to the evolution of nano- and micro-scale 
physical mechanisms and chemical reactions. Macroscopically the 
aging is manifested as (1) a stiffness increases with creep decreases 
with age; (2) concrete strength, in tension and compression, and 
fracture energy increase with age; (3) volume, size, and inter-
connectivity of pores at different scales change, as a consequence, 
there is a change in the material properties relevant to moisture 
diffusion and heat transfer. In this model, the effect of aging on both 
mechanical and hygro-thermal behavior is modeled in a unified 
manner through the hydration degree. The effect of aging on stiffness 
and creep is modeled through the solidification theory as previously 
presented. The evolution of strength and fracture energy at early age 
is simulated using the aging degree, l,defined as [16,23].

_l ¼

8>><
>>:

Tmax � T
Tmax � Tref

!nl

ðBl � 2AlacÞ _ac if ac >a0;

0 if ac � a0:

(20)
The parameter a0 defines the value of the hydration degree at
the beginning of the solidification phase. Typically in the literature
the values of a0 ¼ 0:1

0:4 have been utilized based on the different type
of cement and water/cement ratio [54]. Tmax is the maximum
temperature at which hardening of concrete is possible under
standard conditions (z95+C). Tref is the reference temperature for
the experimental calibration of the aging model, thus for T ¼ Tref ,
we must have l ¼ 0 for ac � a0 and l ¼ 1 for ac ¼ a∞. From these
initial and final conditions one obtains
Bl ¼ ½1þ Alða∞

2

c � a20Þ�=ða∞c � a0Þ, in which only a0, nl, Al are
model parameters which are needed to be calibrated from relevant 
experimental data.

The concept of aging degree is here utilized in order to consider 
the early age phenomena within the modified microplane model 
M4 formulation. This is obtained by making some material pa-
rameters of the model, k1 through k7, which govern the microplane 
constitutive relations (stress-strain boundaries), function of the 
aging degree, l, see Appendix B for a brief description and [15] for 
further details.

2.4.3. Self-healing damage recovery
The microplane model M4 [49] formulation is based on some 

constitutive relations which are defined on each microplane through 
incremental elastic relations between stress and strain and through 
limit curves, called stress-strain boundaries (softening/hardening yield 
limits), that cannot be exceeded. For all intents and purposes, the stress-
strain boundaries can be considered as strain dependent yield limits 
[55]. In order to account for the effect of the healing processes on the 
mechanical properties of concrete, the aforementioned stress-strain 
boundaries are updated. In particular the boundary, FN , on the normal 
components, sN and εN, which is imposed the condition sN � FNðεNÞ, and 
the cohesion in the friction boundary, s0N, are modified (see Appendix B 
for the details on those boundaries). To introduce the recovery of the 
strength produced by the healing phenomena the formulation of those 
boundaries are not modified instead their current values are calculated as 
FNðεN �
ε
sh
N Þ and s0NðεI � ε

sh
I Þ. In those expressions ε

sh
N is calculated as

ε
sh
N ¼ lshε

�
N and ε

sh
I is the maximum principal strain of the tensor ε�

multiplied by lsh in which ε� is the value of strain tensor reached at 
the end of the cracking stage and lsh is the value of the self-healing 
recovery degree during the healing activity. In Fig. 2 the evolution 
of healing effect on the normal component is shown, in which the 
black continuous curve represents the stress-strain boundary and 
the red dashed curve is the evolution of the normal stress in the 
cracking stage (Fig. 2a). The purple continuous curve in Fig. 2b 
represents how the healing effect modified the evolution of the 
normal component when the normal strain increases.

The SMM model is particularly suitable for time dependent 
behavior of concrete such as creep and relaxation, especially in the 
non-linear situation, i.e. tertiary creep, and under variation of 
temperature and relative humidity. As demonstrated in Ref. [52], 
the nonlinearity of concrete creep associated with a high stress 
level is only apparent, since it is caused by a combination of two 
phenomena: (1) the rate-dependent fracturing of microcrack 
growth explained by the activation energy of bond ruptures (rate-
dependent microplane model); and (2) the linear creep of the bulk 
of the material (for constant temperature and relative humidity). 
Under sustained mechanical action, the proposed modifications for 
self-healing phenomena introduce a change in the evolution of the 
microcrack growth in which a regain of strength withstand the 
crack propagation. As consequence, a competition between crack 
propagation and healing processes with crack closure (and strength 
recovery) leads to a modification of the tertiary creep evolution 
which now depends on the rates of the two competing 
phenomena. Surely, the effect of self-healing on the evolution of 



Fig. 2. Effect of self-healing on constitutive law of microplane normal components: before, (a), and after, (b), the healing process.

Fig. 3. Normalized permeability as function of the crack opening.
_

under sustained loads would be subject of future work, especially 
because this condition represents a concrete in a real structure 
under service loading.

2.4.4. Hygral and thermal deformations
Variation of moisture content in the cement paste pores causes 

changes in capillary tension, surface tension, and disjoining pres-
sure, and, as a consequence, free hygrometric strain εs (swelling or 
shrinkage, for positive or negative relative humidity change, 
respectively) is macroscopically observed. The hygrometric strain
can be written as _εs ¼ kshhI where the coefficient ksh can be 
assumed as constant because, in the literature, there is a lack of an 
established formulation for such a dependence. In addition, tem-
perature changes cause thermal strain rates as well. Thermal strain 
rates can be formulated as ε_ t ¼ ktT_I where the coefficient kt is 
assumed to be also constant. This approximation holds for mod-
erate temperature variations although some deviation has been 
observed as function of temperature, relative humidity, and aging 
[56].

2.5. Hygro-thermo-mechanical coupling

The solution of the hygral-thermal-chemo model provides all 
the physical fields that are utilized in the mechanical model as 
previously described, i.e. temperature, relative humidity, hydration 
degree, and self healing reaction degree. Since the temperature 
range considered in this formulation is relatively low (below 90+C 
and above 0+C), the direct influence of temperature on the 
macroscopic mechanical properties of concrete can be neglected. 
However, the dependence of the microplane model on the aging 
degree accounts for the aging under different curing conditions 
(see Appendix B for a brief description and [15] for further details). 
Similarly, the influence of relative humidity condition is also 
accounted for in the model.

The water diffusion, which is described by Eq. (1), is as a matter 
of fact influenced heavily by damage/crack. So far, even if this effect 
has been neglected in the original hygro-thermo-chemical model 
[16], it showed a good capability to fit the experimental data. As 
demonstrated in Ref. [17] the hygro-thermo-chemical model is able 
to simulate the moisture drying from early ages observed in 
Refs. [57,58,59], and the moisture loss of different cylindrical 
concrete specimens of [60]. However, in view of the modeling of 
the healing activity in cement based materials, the 
dependence of permeability on the damage and crack opening 
have to be explicitly taken into account because of the high 
localized character of the
healing processes. Since a continuous approach is utilized for the 
hygro-thermo-chemo-mechanical modeling the influence of dam-
age/crack need to be smeared-out and treated as an average solu-
tion of the problem in the localization zone. In the proposed model 
it is assumed that only the moisture permeability coefficient is 
affected by the crack width (damage) of concrete, which is calcu-
lated from the mechanical model, i.e. modified aging microplane 
model M4 for concrete [15,50]. At present, there are some experi-
mental data that are relevant to measurements of the permeability 
in cracked and fully saturated concrete [34,43,44,61,62]. The effect 
of cracking on the overall moisture permeability is described by 
multiplying Dh (moisture permeability of uncracked concrete) by a 
normalized permeability coefficient, fDðwcÞ, which depends on the 
crack width wc. On the basis of those experimental results, the 
expression of the normalized permeability coefficient can be ob-
tained by dividing the permeability coefficient corresponding to 
cracked concrete by that of the uncracked concrete. A fair expres-
sion of fDðwcÞ that gives a satisfactory fitting of the experimental 
data is given by

fDðwcÞ ¼ 1þ 999encx

1� ð1� enc Þx with x ¼ min
�
maxðwc �wc0;0Þ

wc1 �wc0
;1
	

(21)

where the parameter nc governs the shape and slope of the



reader is referred to [21].
coefficient fDðwcÞ, which is plotted in Fig. 3 for nc ¼ �3:5 that gives 
the best fitting of the experimental data [34,61]. The expression in 
Eq. (21) gives a constant permeability (of uncracked concrete), i.e. 
fDðwcÞ ¼ 1, as far as the crack width is smaller than wc0z0:05 mm. 
As soon the crack width wc exceeds the threshold value wc0 the 
water permeability of concrete rapidly jumps up to its maximal 
value, which is assumed to be about 1000 times the value for un-
cracked concrete. This value is reached for a critical crack width, 
wc1z0:2 mm. It is assumed that a further increase of the crack
width doesn't cause an increase of the permeability which remains 
thereafter constant, i.e. the crack width is so wide that no signifi-
cant additional increase of the moisture flow can be obtained from 
an increase of the crack opening.

Because the moisture transport is described by a Fick's first law 
for continuous porous materials and that model is extended to 
include the effect of smeared (not discrete) cracks, the resulting
permeability coefficient DhfDðwcÞ does not represent the flow of 
water between the two surfaces of a crack but it describes the 
overall moisture flow through cracked concrete with smeared 
cracks in which the diffusion properties are completely different 
respect to the uncracked concrete. Similarly the diffusivity 
coefficient in Ref. [63] has been modified to include the cracking 
effect with a good fitting of moisture transport phenomena. For the 
sake of simplicity, the effect of self-healing on the permeability is 
neglected in the proposed formulation, but nevertheless, this effect 
should be introduced into the model but this will be matter of 
future work.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Experimental investigation

The experimental campaign taken here as a reference for the
numerical modelling has been described in detail in Ref. [21]. A
Normal Strength Concrete, with a target average compressive
strength of 30 N/mm2 (on cubes) and a water-cement ratio equal to
0.55 was taken as a reference, also addressing the influence of a
crystalline admixture, employed as self healing promoter at a
dosage equal to 1% by weight of cement. The employed crystalline
admixtures consists of a mix of proprietary active and highly

hydrophilic

Fig. 4. TPB test set-up (a); (b) specimens immersed in water after
chemicals in a carrier of cement and sand. The active chemicals 
react with water and cement and with cement hydration products, 
mainly calcium hydroxide, to produce calcium silicate hydrates 
which, be-side refining the concrete matrix pore structure have 
also exhibited crack healing functionalities. Details about the 
chemical composi-tion of the employed admixture can be found in 
Ref. [21]. The self-healing evaluation methodology employed un-
notched prismatic beam specimens (500 mm � 100 mm � 50 mm) 
pre-cracked in three-point bending up to two different crack 
opening levels, respectively equal to 0.15 and 0.30 mm, and then 
either stored in water or left exposed to open air up to 12 months. 
Three-point bending tests were repeated up to failure after 
scheduled conditioning periods. Self-healing was thus evaluated 
by comparing the peak-load bearing capacity exhibited by the 
specimens after conditioning to the residual one the same 
specimens featured upon pre-cracking when unloaded at the 
prescribed crack opening. The TPB experimental set-up is 
presented in Fig. 4a together with the spec-imen conditioning, 
either by immersing them in water (4b) or exposing them to open 
air (4c). For the characteristics of the employed crystalline 
admixture as well as for a detailed analysis of the results, including 
SEM observation and characterization of the healing products the 
4. Numerical simulations

4.1. Numerical implementation

The proposed model is numerically implemented in a finite 
element framework which is composed of two main parts: (1) a finite 
element solver for the integration of the hygral-thermal-chemical 
problem including the calculation of the internal variables and using 
the crack opening values if greater than wc0 from mechanical 
problem; and (2) a finite element solver for the solution of the 
mechanical problem given the solution of the hygral-thermal-
chemical problem. It must be observed that, despite the original 
formulation [17], the two problems are now coupled and 

consequently the two numerical solutions must be carried out in

cracking; (c) specimens exposed in external air after cracking.
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parallel staggering the solution of the hygral-thermal-chemical 
according the loading history. As consequence, the convergence is 
obtained independently within the hygral-thermal-chemical part 
and the mechanical part taking as constant input the information 
that exchange each other. The numerical integration of the hygral-
thermal-chemical problem was presented thoroughly in Ref. [17] 
where the interested reader can find all the details. The numeri-cal 
implementation of the finite element solution of the nonlinear 
mechanical problem was discussed rigorously in Refs. [52] and [15] 
to which the reader is referred for details.

4.2. Model calibration

The procedure for the calibration of the parameter of the hygro-
thermo-chemical (HTC) model was discussed minutely in Ref. [17]. 
Because the experimental data necessary to calibrate the HTC pa-
rameters are not available with reference to the concrete herein 
investigated see Sect. 3 and [21], an educated guess of the param-
eter values is therefore necessary. In the presented study the 
following HTC parameters were used based on the previous expe-
rience on model calibration: r ¼2400 kg/m3; ct ¼1100 J/kg�C; 
lt ¼5.4 W/m�C; Q~ ¼500 kJ/kg; Q~ ¼780 kJ/kg; Eac=R ¼5000 K; 
Eas=R ¼9700 K; Ead=R ¼2700 K; SFeff ¼0.9; kc ¼0.253; g1 ¼1.3; 
kv
c
g ¼0.2; ksvg ¼0.3; Ac1 ¼3,107 h�1; Ac2 ¼1,10�4; hc ¼5.5; As1 ¼ 

20,1011 h�1; As2 ¼1,10�6; hs ¼9.5; D0 ¼3.6,10�10 [kg/mm h];
Fig. 6. Evolution of temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) in air and the correspo

Fig. 5. Evolution of the compressive strength.
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D1 ¼2.5,10�7 [kg/mm h]; n ¼ 4:5.
The new parameters of the self-healing recovery degree (see 

Eqs. (8) and (10)) have been determined from the best fitting of the 
load-crack opening displacement curves presented in the next 
section. From the best fitting the following values were obtained: 
~Ash1 ¼ 3,103 kg/m3h, A~sh2 ¼ 3.25,104 kg/m3h, aw ¼ 3, bw ¼ 4, and 
Esh=R ¼ 5000 K.

The response of the mechanical model (Solidification-Micro-
prestress-Microplane model) is also governed by some material 
parameters that must be calibrated from the best fitting of relevant 
experimental data. The calibration and validation of the SMM 
model parameters have been already presented in a previous 
publications [15,64]. Briefly this procedure is hereafter described. 
From the best fitting of experimental data on basic creep relevant to 
at least two concrete ages the basic creep parameters, q1, q2, q4, and 
na, can be identified. For the calibration of parameters k0, and k1 
creep data at variable humidity and temperature, such as drying 
creep and/or transitional thermal creep, are needed. The co-
efficients kt and ksh can be identified from experimental data on 
thermal expansion/contraction and shrinkage, respectively. The 
parameters of the aging microplane model, which control the aging 
strength (uniaxial and multiaxial) and the fracture energy, k∞, k∞,
k∞, k∞, k∞, k∞, k∞, k06, l0, a0, Al and nl, n7, can be obtained through 
fitting experimental data relevant to unconfined compressive 
strength, triaxial tests, and fracture tests at different ages. Once the 
model has been calibrated, the model validation can be performed 
by simulating experimental data, concerning the same concrete of 
the calibration, that has not been used in the calibration procedure 
and therefore parameters can not be changed. Since in the exper-
imental campaign considered in this work (see Sect. 3) almost all 
those mechanical properties have not been investigated, the SMM 
model parameters used in the numerical simulations have been 
assumed from similar concrete as reported in the following: 
q1 ¼ 1.15 ,10�5MPa�1, q2 ¼ 2.6,10�5 MPa�1, na ¼ 1.2, 
q4 ¼ 1 ,10�6MPa�1, k0 ¼ 1,10�2 MPa�1 day�1, k1 ¼ 5 MPa/K,
k∞ ¼ 212,10�6 k∞ ¼ 500, k∞ ¼ 10, k∞ ¼ 150, k∞ ¼ 0.6, k06 ¼ 1.74, 
k∞ ¼ 0.87, l0 ¼ 0.5, k∞ ¼ 200, n7 ¼ 1.0, ksh ¼ 2.5,10�3, kt ¼ 1,10�5, 
E ¼ 44000 MPa.

Differently, the parameters of the aging degree have been ob-
tained through the best fitting of the experimentally measured 
evolution of the compressive strength, as shown in Fig. 5, for the 
concrete considered in this study. The identified values of those
parameters (Eq. (20)) are a0 ¼ 0.24, Al ¼ 3.4, and nl ¼ 0.3.

In order to remove spurious mesh sensitivity and to prevent the 
localization of damage into an area of zero volume, the continuum 
theory must be enhanced by some additional requirements called
nding interpolation lines utilized as input for the hygro-thermo-chemical model.



Fig. 7. Relative humidity distribution at different ages in the longitudinal mid-plane of the specimen during the curing period (first 31 days) and during the treatment in water on
the left and in the air on the right up to 1 year after the cracking.



’localization limiters' [55]. In this case, the simplest localization 
limiter, the crack band model [65], is adopted. In the crack band 
model, which is the model most widely used in practical
Fig. 8. Damage distribution after the initial cracking in the two meshes of t

Fig. 9. Load-COD curve obtained with TPB tests from the same specimen before an
applications, the post-peak slope of the stress-strain diagram is
adjusted as a function of the element size. In the modified micro-
planemodel M4 this is achieved by adjusting the free parameter k∞5
he (a) mechanical model and of the (b) hygro-thermo-chemical model.

d after the self-healing action in water for the concrete mix with no additive.



according to the crack band width lc, which, for solid eight node 
(brick) elements, is assumed to be equal to the average element size 
lc ¼ V1=3, where V is the volume of the finite element.

However, this simple remedy from spurious mesh sensitivity 
presents some limitations and shortcomings. The band width based 
on the cubic root of the element volume does not take into account 
that the actual effective width of the localized crack band, which 
forms in a finite element analysis, is affected by the element type, 
element shape, direction of the crack band with respect to the mesh 
lines and, for higher-order elements, even by the integration 
scheme. In the numerical analysis presented in the manuscripts, all 
these effects are limited since the solid eight node (brick) elements 
with full integration are adopted, the mesh is aligned with the di-
rection of the crack band, all the elements in the crack band have 
the same dimensions, no lateral stress in the band, and the fracture 
energy in the crack band is also checked. For more general 
formulation of the crack band approach an interested reader can 
refer to [66].
4.3. Numerical simulations of experimental data

The experimental tests described above in Sect. 3 have been 
hereafter numerically simulated. The evolution of the temperature, 
relative humidity, degree of hydration, and self-healing recovery
Fig. 10. Load-COD curve obtained with TPB tests from the same specimen before an
degree are obtained from the solution of the hygro-thermo-
chemical problem imposing the appropriate environmental con-
ditions before and after the cracking, as described in the previous 
section. The specimens immersed in water present constant 
external environmental conditions (temperature of 20+C and 
relative humidity of 100%). On the contrary, the specimens exposed 
to open air had variable external environmental conditions as re-
ported in Fig. 6. In  Fig. 7 the simulated evolution of the 
relative humidity for the specimens kept in water and in air 
after the cracking is shown. It can be observed how after 2 
months in water the specimens reach the saturation and, 
differently, the specimens left outside the laboratory present an 
internal relative humidity that follows the trends of the ambient 
one (plotted in Fig. 6b). The numerical analyses start with the 
mechanical simulations of the three-point-bending tests that stop 
at a crack opening of 0.28 mm. After that the crack openings are 
transferred to the hygro-thermo-chemical model as shown in Fig. 
8 and the chemo-diffusion analyses are performed. Finally, 
using those results the mechanical simulations of the three-
point-bending tests are performed again up to the complete 
failure. The comparison between the experi-mental and the 
numerical results in terms of the load vs. COD response is 
reported in Figs. 9 and 10 for the concrete mixture without and 
with the additive, respectively, after a water curing for different 

time durations. A recovery of the load bearing capacity,

d after the self-healing action in water for the concrete mix with the additive.



with respect to the unloading value at which pre-cracking was 
performed in the first stage, is evident. It is also clear how the 
proposed numerical model is capable of simulating the increase of 
recovering with the increase of curing time in water and also the 
effect of the additive that enhances the healing process. In Figs. 11 
and 12 the experimental and the numerical the load vs. COD curves 
are plotted for the concrete mixture without and with the additive, 
respectively, after open air curing for different time durations. Also 
in this case a recovery of the load bearing capacity is observed but 
less evident. Again the proposed numerical model is able to 
reproduce the strength recovering also in this case for different 
curing time in open air and with and without the presence of the 
additive in the concrete mixture. All the numerical simulations 
have been performed using the same set of material parameters 
that are reported in the previous section.

5. Concluding remarks and further work

In this paper a numerical modelling framework has been pro-
posed to simulate and/or predict self-healing in cement based
materials and its outcomes on the recovery, if any, of their me-
chanical performance. The SMM model has been modified to
incorporate the effects of self-healing and three main new features
has been introduced: (1) a new internal variable, the self-healing
Fig. 11. Load-COD curve obtained with TPB tests from the same specimen before
recovery degree, in order to describe the overall self-healing pro-
cess; (2) the permeability has been made function of the damage
and crack opening; (3) the microplane model has been modified in
order to consider the recovery of the mechanical properties
induced by the healing activity. The model herein proposed was
calibrated and validated with reference to a wide experimental
campaign, which has investigated the self healing capacity of a
normal strength concrete, either containing or not in its mix design
a crystalline admixture as a self healing catalyst. The self-healing
capacity has been evaluated through the recovery of the post-
cracking residual load bearing capacity of specimens cracked and
cured for scheduled times in different environments.

The numerical simulations have shown that the proposedmodel
properly describes both the autogenic healing and the autonomic/
engineered healing of a cementitious composite in terms of the
recovery of load bearing capacity. Nonetheless, some additional
features should be introduced in the present formulation, such as
the effect of self-healing on the permeability, the presence of
through crack stresses (only stress-free cracks have been consid-
ered), and the effect of calcium leaching or dissolution.

The SMMmodel is particularly capable of reproducing the creep
and relaxation behavior, especially in the non-linear stage and
under variation of temperature and relative humidity. The pro-
posed modifications for self-healing phenomena introduce a
and after the self-healing action in air for the concrete mix with no additive.



Fig. 12. Load-COD curve obtained with TPB tests from the same specimen before and after the self-healing action in air for the concrete mix with the additive.
change in the evolution of the microcrack growth in which, under 
sustained mechanical loads, a regain of strength withstand the 
crack propagation. However, this effect is not studied in this 
research and it will be undoubtedly subject of future work, espe-
cially because this condition represents the true condition for real 
concrete structures under service loading.

The proposed model represents a first but much needed step 
toward incorporating self healing concepts and outcomes into 
design approaches for structures made of and/or retrofitted with 
cement based materials that possess self-healing functionalities.
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Appendix A. Moisture Permeability and Evaporable Water

Based on the formulation in Ref. [16], the moisture permeability is 
formulated as a nonlinear function of the relative humidity h and
the temperature T such as

Dhðh; TÞ ¼ exp
�
Ead=R
T0 � T

�
D1

�
1þ

�
D1

D0
� 1

�
ð1� hÞn

	�1

(22)

where T0 ¼ 296 �K, Ead=Rz2700 K [67].
The evaporable water content, which defines the so-called 

sorption/desorption isotherm, can be expressed as a function of 
relative humidity, degree of hydration, and degree of silica fume 
reaction [68]:

weðh;ac;asÞ ¼ G1ðac;asÞ
�
1� 1

e10ðg1a∞
c �acÞh

	
þ K1ðac;asÞ

�
h
e10ðg1a∞

c �acÞh � 1
i

(23)

G1ðac;asÞ ¼ kcvgaccþ ksvgass (24)

K1ðac;asÞ ¼
w0 � 0:188accþ 0:22ass� G1

h
1� e�10ðg1a∞

c �acÞi
e10ðg1a∞

c �acÞ � 1
(25)

where g1; kcvg; and ksvg are material parameters.



Appendix B. Microplane Model Constitutive Equations

In this appendix the microplane constitutive equations of the
model adopted in this work are reported. In the following formulae
the superscripts “þ” and “-” indicate upper (positive value) bounds
and lower (negative value) bounds for the different micro-stresses,
respectively.

Normal Boundaries

FþN ¼ Ek1k6c1exp � hεN � k1k6c1c2i
k1k5k6c3 þ

�� c4sV
�
EV

!

F�N

¼
�

0 for εN >0
�∞ for εN <0

�
(26)

where 〈x〉 ¼ maxðx;0Þ, EV ¼ E=ð1� 2nÞ; c1 ¼ 0:5; c2 ¼ 0:45;
c3 ¼ 3:75; and c4 ¼ 2:5.

Deviatoric Boundaries

FþD ¼ Ek1c5

�
1þ

�
εD � k1c5c6
k1k5k7c20

�2	�1

F�D

¼ �Ek1c8

�
1þ

��εD � k1c8c9
k1k5k7

�2	�1

(27)

where εD ¼ εN � εV is the deviatoric component of the normal
strain; εV ¼ εii=3 is the volumetric strain; c5 ¼ 2:3; c6 ¼ 2:2;
c8 ¼ 4:9; c9 ¼ 0:75; and c20 ¼ 0:05.

Volumetric Boundary

F�V ¼ �Ek1k3 exp ½ � εV=ðk1k4Þ� (28)

Shear Boundary

FT ¼ ETk1k2c10
�� sN þ s0N


ETk1k2 þ c10

�� sN þ s0N
; s0N ¼ s0N exp �

�
εI � ε

0
I


c12k5

!

(29)

where ET ¼ E=ð1þ nÞ; s0N ¼ ETk1k6c11; εI ¼ maximum principal
strain; ε0I ¼ k1k6c21; c10 ¼ 0:75; c11 ¼ 0:95; c12 ¼ 0:02; c21 ¼ 0:51.

Transition function

4 ¼ 1� exp
�
� c15sin

hp
2
min

�D
sI þ sI0

E
s�1
I0 ;1

�iD
εV

� εV0

E
ε
�1
V0

�
(30)

if εIII > � εIII0; and 4 ¼ 0 if εIII � �εIII0; where sI ¼ maximum
principal stress; εIII ¼ minimum principal strain; sI0 ¼ Ek1k6c13;
εV0 ¼ k1k6c14; εIII0 ¼ k1k6c19; c13 ¼ 0:05; c14 ¼ c15 ¼ 0:5; and
c19 ¼ 6:06.
The transition function is utilized to compute the normal stress

as sN ¼ 4sno split
N þ ð1� 4ÞssplitN where sno split

N and ssplitN are the
normal microplane stresses obtained from the no-split formulation 
and the formulation with the volumetric-deviatoric split, respec-
tively. For additional details see Ref. [50].

The parameter k1 expands or contracts in the radial direction all 
the stress-strain boundaries. The parameter k2 governs the 
behavior under high shear deformation or high level of normal 
compression typically when macroscopic compressive confine-
ment is applied. The parameters k3 and k4 control the volumetric 
stress boundary in compression governing the behavior under high 
compressive volumetric stresses. Because the first four parameters 
characterize physically the behavior of C-S-H and its internal 
structure, it is reasonable to assume the following relations:

k1
�
k∞1 ¼ k2

�
k∞2 ¼ k3

�
k∞3 ¼ k4

�
k∞4 ¼ l (31)

1 2 3 4

5

where k∞, k∞, k∞, are k∞ are the asymptotic values, i.e. reached at
complete hydration, of the parameters. The parameter k5, which is 
assumed to be approximately age independent, k5zk∞ ¼ constant, 
governs the post peak slopes of normal and deviatoric boundaries 
as well as the rate of shear behavior degradation due to tensile 
fracturing. Macroscopically, this parameter changes the softening 
branch slope of both tension and compression stress-strain curves.

The parameter k6 produces a vertical change in the normal 
stress boundary in Eq. (26) and in the frictional cohesion in Eq. (29). 
It affects also the so called “transition function” in Eq. (30). In the
macroscopic behavior, increasing k6 an increase of the tensile 
strength is produced without significantly changing the com-
pressing strength. Thus, the parameter k6 can be adopted to control 
the ratio between tensile strength and compression strength dur-
ing the aging, this can be done by setting

k6 ¼
(
k06 �

�
k06 � k∞6

�
l=l0 for 0 � l � l0

k∞6 for l0 � l � 1
(32)

where k06, and k∞6 are initial and asymptotic values, respectively, of
the k6 parameter.

The parameter k7 controls the softening behavior of the devia-
toric boundaries and, when the other parameters are kept constant,
it modifies mainly the post-peak softening of macroscopic uniaxial
compression: the greater k7 the less steeper the macroscopic post-
peak slope in compression. This parameter k7 can be then adopted
to simulate the reduction of ductility due to aging by assuming
k7=k∞7 ¼ l�n7 .
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